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Musket Cove Island Resort & Marina is a paradise on 
400 Acres located on the idyllic Fiji island of  Malolo 
Lailai. It offers hotel rooms, Villas and Bures. Here you 
can do water sports such as kayaking, snorkelling  and 
scuba diving, there are cooking classes or just relax in an 
environment that whispers “relax” if  you listen closely, 
especially when enjoying a fabulous massage at the spa. 
Weddings and conferences are also common place at this 
magical resort. 

Fiji is a tourist mecca and has hundreds if  not thousands 
of  Resorts, so Hotels/Resorts have to compete for every 
tourist dollar. All aspects of  facilities and services have to 
be spot on, and that includes WiFi to the guests. WiFi 
has long been a must have for all level of  guests. Musket 
Cove Resort chose an RGNets Internet Gateway which 
seamlessly integrates into the RoomMaster Property 
Management System from Innquest and connects up to 
a quality Vodafone Internet link. 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In early 2018 the Resort went looking for a new system. 

They chose the RGNets Internet Gateway which is 
distributed in Asia Pacific by GNT (Global Network 
Technologies). They kept their existing Ubiquity WiFi 
and integrated the system into the RoomMaster PMS 
system. Once setup guests could login to the WiFi using 
their Room Number and Surname so Hotel staff  no 
longer were involved in the process (as they were before 
with coupons). 

IT Manager Greg Levestam said “I couldn’t be happier 
with the system. It is so reliable and its feature set is 
greater than any such device I have ever seen. It handles 
the guests with ease, Yachties can buy Internet off  the 
Portal with a credit card or purchase a coupon from 
reception. It even supports secure VPN for all 
Managers/Sales Staff  when offsite to get to our backend 
systems. I’ve also now discovered how to insert some 
advertising into the system and redirect to a Web page I 
continually update that has details of  tonight’s menu or 

SPA specials. I would and have recommended this 
gateway to any Hotel/Resort.” 

GNT have supplied RGNets Gateways to many Hotels 
in Fiji. The Grand Pacific, Tanoa Hotel Group of  Hotels 
to name just a few, plus the Fiji Airport in Nadi. In 
Australia besides Hotels it manages the WiFI at Sydney 
Convention Centre, Gold Coast Convention Centre, 
BHP, RIO Tinto and Atlas Mining Camps etc. 
Worldwide it is a staple in Marriot, Hilton, Starwood 
Hotels for example.

For more details contact  

Global Network Technologies Pty Ltd 

sales@gntechs.com 
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